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THE IRRITATED CLOUD

MARK DION
in conversation with

LAWRENCE WESCHLER
Mark Dion’s home in New York City,! which doubles as his
art studio,! resembles a cabinet of wonder and is indeed
filled with several of them: Antique books are shelved
alongside taxidermied zoological specimens and ceramic
sculptures; framed works of art are hung salon-style amid
scientific charts of natural taxonomy.! A collection of old
compasses,! piled high,! nearly spills off a table.! In this
respect,! the apartment also resembles one of Mark Dion’s
own works.!For more than twenty years,!Dion has made an
artistic practice of shadowing the methodologies of scientists
and archaeologists,!performing their usual roles of collection
and classification,!but with very different results.
Lawrence Weschler visited Dion’s Washington Heights
apartment in early summer  to conduct an interview
with the artist on the occasion of this publication.!Weschler
and Dion make a natural pairing: Both are longtime admirers
of each other’s work and both have an abiding interest in the
history of museums and the way that history informs and
intersects with contemporary art.!Weschler’s  book,!Mr.!
Wilson’s Cabinet of Wonder,! discusses the role wonder,!
curiosity,! and imagination play in art and science through
the lens of the work of David Wilson,!another artist who,!like
Dion,!uses marvel and the trappings of the museum to simultaneously astonish,! confound,! and enlighten.! Weschler and
Dion begin their conversation by discussing Dion’s beginnings,!
which included a job working as a restorer of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century paintings.
— 
I. Slippage
LAWRENCE WESCHLER: Did you go to college as an
art student?

LW: In what way?
MD: For him it was all about mastering the discipline
of drawing and painting,!and far less about what one
draws or paints.!
LW: Let alone the wonder of it all.
MD: Yes.! On the other hand,! all of these interesting
post-conceptual artists were there—people like Jack
Goldstein,! who brought in artists like Dan Graham
and Vito Acconci.!"at seemed expansive,!incredibly
vivid,! exciting,! and interesting.! You really had this
notion that these people were very committed and
engaged every day with questions of what art could
then I moved to New York to attend the School of
Visual Arts for about three semesters.!"en I moved to
the Whitney Museum of American Art Independent
Study Program.!I became more drawn to a theoretical approach.
For me,! the way artists use theory is like the
way artists learn how to make a silkscreen,! or how
to make an etching,!or how to build a shelf.!It’s great
if you have that ability—you don’t necessarily use it
every day.!One can’t expect artists to study and have
a knowledge of theory in the same way that academic
philosophers do.!Artists take what they need.
LW: What did you take?

appreciation of the value of reading critically.! Also
the value of good old-fashioned research—of really
going back to sources.! But at the same time,! I think
it wasn’t until I discovered the writings of Stephen

art programs,!and in the sheer terror of that moment

Jay Gould and Donna Haraway that it began to be

of entering the next stage of my life,!I just took which-

truly useful for me.!It was a revelation that there were

ever college first said yes.!

people out there who were taking this sophisticated,!
critical approach to intellectual history but applying it to things I was interested in—which is to say,!

MD: "at was the art school at the University of

the history of natural history and of our relationship

Hartford,!in Connecticut.

with the natural world.

LW: You presumably went to art school to become a
painter or a sculptor.!How did you segue into doing
what you do now?
MD: I went in the hope of becoming a paleontological illustrator.!I went to Hartford because of Rudolph
Salinger,! who painted the dinosaur murals at the

fig.!

MD: I took a certain appreciation of complexity.!An

MARK DION: I applied for both anthropology and

LW: And which was that?

fig.!

be and do.!I was there for two years,!essentially,!and

At the time I was very interested in having some

fig.!

kind of relationship to the documentary.!I’m still very
interested in this idea of art’s relationship to truth,!to
actuality,!to the real world.!
LW: And in your case,! that becomes the world of
museums.

Peabody Museum at Yale,!which any child who’s inter-

MD: Exactly—the world of exhibitions,!exhibits,!and

ested in dinosaurs usually has taped to their wall—

artifacts.!While at the Whitney program,!I produced a

as I did.! He was a Time-Life illustrator.! However,! I

film with an artist named Jason Simon about art res-

found him to be incredibly dogmatic and rigid.

toration.! I worked at an art restoration company in

fig.!
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SoHo and had a thirty-hour-a-week job.!"at’s how I

you can see paintings that were made in the nine-

at a constant artificial peak.! "is work attempts to

made ends meet in New York City.

teenth century,! or photographs taken in the late

frame nature as a process,!rather than as a thing.

LW: Restoring what kind of art?

nineteenth century.!But to go into a space that hasn’t
changed,! which has this sense of a total artwork—

tionship to the public with that piece .!.!.

like a museum—is one of the most profound ways of

teenth-century American painting,!a favorite of mine

understanding the way someone from another time

MD: Well,! I don’t imagine many people visit this

anyway.!Also quite a lot of folk art.!We occasionally

thought about the world: how it was organized,!what

castle to have an experience with contemporary art.!

had a Zurbarán or some other great master come in—

was important,!and what wasn’t.!

"ey go for a variety of reasons: a very active con-

along with a lot of extremely mediocre decorative

"ese places still existed—the Teylers Museum in

cert program,! cultural tourism,! picnicking; they go

paintings that came in bulk from Philadelphia and

Haarlem [Netherlands],!the Gallery of Comparative

because they’re in the neighborhood.!"en they come

places like that.!

Anatomy at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris—that were

across this piece,! and for them,! it’s a remarkably

frozen in that moment of completion.! It became a

curious object and experience.!What,!exactly,!is this?

great passion for me to seek out museums that hadn’t

"at’s why I would prefer that there not be a label

succumbed to renovation.!

saying that this is an artwork by Mark Dion.!My ideal

"e job was quite technical.!I worked mostly with

LW: Much in the way you would later work mainly
with the backs of museums.
MD: In some ways,!yes,!it’s very similar.!I could work
with a -by--foot Bierstadt painting,!scraping glue
off the back with a razor blade for four months without going crazy.
LW: How do we go from that to some of your first
identifiable pieces?

LW: If we think about those places as the intersection
of nature and civilization,! are you more interested
in the nature part or the civilization part? In other
words,! could you end up as David Attenborough,!
frolicking with beavers in the wild? Or are you more
interested in the history of museums,!with their musty
archives and so forth?

scenario would be that this is suddenly an object of
uncanny interest—
LW: —an uncanny encounter.
MD: Yes,!an uncanny encounter.!One that would leave
a person asking more questions than he or she arrived
with.!"at uncanny experience has always been powerful for me,! since childhood.! You think,! “What the

MD: I’m interested in both.! My personal interest is

heck is that?” Being a person who is motivated by

MD: While I had my nose buried in books at the

very tied up in animals and their lives,!and the study

curiosity—that takes you to the next step,! which is

Whitney program,!I also had friends who I’d go fish-

of ecology,! but my work is not about nature—it’s

investigation.!"e viewer is led to a place where they

ing or camping with on the weekends.!Friday would

about ideas of nature.!"e core of my concern is trying

have to do some of the engaging work of resolving the

come around and we’d spend all night driving to the

to understand how we got to our current understand-

enigma.

Smoky Mountains.!We’d hike until late Sunday night,!

ing of the natural world and our current relationship

then drive all the way back.

to the natural world.!

LW: Does that tap back to your childhood,!or was that

LW: Without forcing you to choose—would you rather

happen in my experience? "ere’s the marvel of look-

something new?

have your work in a contemporary art museum or in

ing at this taxidermied longhorn sheep,! say,! over

a natural history museum? Or outside the museum

here,! and then,! suddenly,! I’m with you.! What’s the

altogether?

slippage?

been a career military man,!and the last thing he ever

MD: I don’t think it’s too much to say “all of the

MD: Well,! I think slippage is an important idea.!

wanted to do was sleep in a tent again.!I never went

above.” Sometimes working in the public realm in

"at’s what should happen.!"ere should be a moment

camping as a child.!Still,!nature was a strong part of

institutions other than fine art museums is fantastic—

of uncertainty,! whereas the rest of the natural his-

my childhood.!My brother and I spent our days in the

the audience is really interesting—but you can’t make

tory museum makes sense,!in the same way that you

salt marshes and forests,!but also the garbage dumps

a lot of assumptions about the kind of people who are

guide yourself through an art museum.!It’s very much

and post-industrial ruins of New Bedford’s water-

going to see your work.

an experience of moving from one familiar thing to

MD: I was always drawn to nature,! but I had very
little access to extreme forms of it.! My father had

front.!Nature was not pure.
Later,! things were schizophrenic.! I had this

LW: For example?

another,! and then occasionally there’s an object—a
painting,! an artifact—that leads to a point of irritability.!"ere’s something you don’t know here,!some-

hand,! but then I also had a great desire to have a

work in the grounds of a medieval castle.!In the nine-

thing unfamiliar.!

physical relationship with the natural world through

teenth century,!the person who owned the castle felt

hiking and fishing and camping.! I think all of these

that it didn’t really embody the values of the Gothic

things coalesced,! whereby instead of seeing them

castle he wanted,!so he had it rebuilt to look like his

as separate,! everything came together.! It was really

idea of a Gothic castle.!So,!for my piece,!I referenced

about employing those intellectual tools I had

the traditional language of the “folly”—that is,! the

acquired and applying them to the things I was most

buildings constructed by the aristocracy to have a

engaged in.!I was looking at what nature could mean

symbolic or discursive rather than a functional exis-

to people living in the contemporary urban world.!I

tence.!Not a barn,!but something that may look like

MD: Right.!I hope to be that thing that doesn’t make

started by looking at the institutions that were man-

an idealized version of a barn,!to create that pastoral

sense but that one needs to make sense of.!It’s easy for

dated to answer that question: natural history muse-

sense.! Working with that kind of language,! I built a

me to work as an artist in a natural history museum,!

ums,!zoological societies,!botanical societies.!

ruin of a broken tower,!which is part of this vernacu-

because what they do is already very close to what

lar of the folly.!Inside of that ruin I made a diorama in

contemporary artists are doing.! If you talk to the

which there’s a depiction of a dead deer in the process

people in the background,! particularly the exhibi-

of decay.!

tion people,! they’re interested in the same things I

MD: Yes,!exactly.!I went to visit museums in Europe
that hadn’t moved a centimeter beyond the moment

LW: It’s frozen,!as it were,!in that moment of decay?

fig.!

come upon one of your pieces.! What’s supposed to

MD: Well,! I was recently invited to go to Austria to

as well.

fig.!

LW: So I’m visiting a natural history museum and I

heady,! intellectual,! theoretical interest on the one

LW: Which, in turn, had you delving back in time

21

LW: And so when you were talking about your rela-

MD: "e specialty of the studio was largely nine-

the backs of paintings rather than the fronts.
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LW: "e way that irritation inside an oyster might
create a pearl.
MD: [Laughing] Exactly.!Very much so.!
LW: Or the way an irritation in a cloud might create
a snowflake.

fig.!

am—they’ve trained in the same kind of critical philosophy and have an appreciation for the history of

of their production,! which was sometimes the nine-

MD: Yes.!So in some way it enshrines that very notion

museums.!"at’s often how they found themselves in

teenth or even the eighteenth century.!To find these

of regeneration,!of nature as a cycle,!as something one

the institution in the first place.! "ey don’t always

time-capsule spaces was absolutely fascinating.! You

doesn’t always experience at its peak,!which is exactly

have the same freedom,! though.! In fact,! that’s why

can,! of course,! read things that were written in the

the opposite of the formal garden.! "e desire of the

they invite someone like me: I can do things that

nineteenth century and get a sense of the moment;

formal garden around this castle was to create nature

they’d like to but can’t.

6/1/10 10:03:14 AM
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LW: An artist is someone who,!by definition,!has been

Yet not too much.!Not errant,!arrant,!wild,

given permission.

But every seeming aberration willed.!

MD: Absolutely.!"ey use me to explore ideas,!tech-

Not to,!yet still,!still to communicate

niques,! and technologies that they might want to
use but that their institution lacks the flexibility to
accomplish.! Museums are increasingly run by MBAs

Making the batter understand too late.
MD: [Laughing] "at’s great!

rather than scientists or exhibition people.!You know,!

LW: So the conventional natural history guy wants

people who are running the museum have other pri-

everything to be comprehensible,! whereas you’re

orities: to generate income,! or boost attendance,! or

trying to get people to understand,!all right,!but fol-

make sponsors or officials happy.

lowing this brief moment’s hesitation.! In that con-

"is is another reason why having a big label

text,!so much of your stuff—and specifically the kind

that says,! “"is is a work by Mark Dion and not the

of stuff you do at the Oakland Museum and museums

museum” is always frustrating for me.!It anchors that

like that—is a throwback to wonder cabinets.!"e fact

moment in a way that doesn’t allow it to become the

that all these neat,! tidy,! conventional categories—

pearl that it could be.!It creates a category that’s very

art,! history,! science—have now been split up is an

easy to dismiss.

entirely modern phenomenon.

I think ideally when people encounter the work
in a situation like a zoological institution,! or in a
museum of natural history,!or a history museum—

MD: "e museum today is kind of static.! Even when
you go to the nineteenth-century Pitt Rivers Museum
in Cambridge,!you see that things were also meant to

LW: —or,!as in the case of Oakland,!it’s really exciting

be interacted with in a very different way than just

because there’s natural history,! California history,!

pressing a button.

and an art museum,!all on top of each other.
MD: When visitors come to an exhibition site like
Bartram’s Garden in Philadelphia,! for instance—
they aren’t coming there for me.! "ey’re com-

Rivers,!hates its ecological displays.
MD: I feel the same way.
LW: "e great thing for him was to have a drawer full

history,! for Bartram—so their encounter with my

of butterflies,!of exactly the same kind .!.!.

irritating,! because they’re visiting a historic home,!
and they expect the experience of a historical tour,!
and suddenly they find things that are both replicating and at the same time denying that experience,!
pushing it in some other direction.!Since the notion
that this is contemporary art is somewhat camou-

MD: Yes—so that the comparison could be yours.!
You weren’t being asked questions and then told the
answers right away.!"ere was a discursive level that
the museum had: People talked their way through
them.! It wasn’t all written down.! Today’s museums
demonstrate rather than seduce.

flaged,!however,!they don’t have time to activate their

LW: In the seventeenth century,!when you went to see

anti-art prejudice.

the Ashmolean at Oxford,!you could expect to find a

I think in Oakland it will be very much like that

Dürer painting right there next to a microscopically

as well.!People are going to be coming for the expe-

carved peach pit.! It’s only much later that museums

rience of California history,! for the experience of

split them up and you had a museum of geology,! a

natural history,!for the experience of art history and

museum of biology,! a museum of industrial tech-

feeling very secure that these things have their own

nology.! In those days,! all of it was together and of

departments—that these things are rigidly separated.!

a piece,!and all of it celebrating the glory of God on

I think the Oakland Museum does an interesting job

some level.!Not only did you have the peach-pit carv-

of confusing some of those things,! of having social-

ing,! but you had the microscope with which it was

historical objects mixed with art objects mixed with

done,!and you had a painting behind that,!and next to

vernacular culture in quite an interesting way.!"at’s

that you had a parrot’s feather and a unicorn’s horn.!

the sort of thing this exhibition will further.! Again,!

It was just a complete debauch of marvel.

I believe the clever people working in the Museum
already want to blend things more critically,! but it
might take an outside voice to make it happen.

fig.!

LW: Oliver Sacks,! by the way,! who loves the Pitt

ing there for Philadelphia history,! for garden
work is entirely surprising.!In that case,!it can be very

fig.!
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fig.!

MD: Museums reflect our social tendencies.! We are
now in a time of incredible specialization and refinement.!In the past,!the artist,!the engineer,!the doctor,!
and the collector could be the same person.! Now it

II. Categories

would be extremely difficult to find a situation where

LW: "e poet Robert Francis did a series of poems

these people can even talk with each other.!I worked

about the different positions in baseball.!And one of

for several years at the Natural History Museum in

them was called “Pitcher”:

London as the artist in residence.!All the people there

His art is eccentricity,!his aim
How not to hit the mark he seems to aim at,
His passion how to avoid the obvious,
His technique how to vary the avoidance.

fig.!
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are very engaged in their practices and their specializations,!but there were only two or three people
I met out of dozens and dozens who could make me
understand what they did and why.
LW: One of the things that always strikes me about your

+e others throw to be comprehended.!He

work is the meta-classifications—the fictional element

+rows to be a moment misunderstood

of the classifications.!"ere’s a great passage in Borges

fig.!
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where he describes a certain Chinese encyclopedia—

In terms of whether this is a question of the history of

+e Celestial Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge—in which

man’s mind,!or a characterization of the world,!origi-

it was written that animals are divided into the follow-

nally it’s an attempt to probe God’s mind,!but then it

ing categories:

becomes man’s.!"ere’s a blur happening there.

+ose that belong to the Emperor,!
embalmed ones,!
those that are trained,!
suckling pigs,!
mermaids,!
fabulous ones,!
stray dogs,
and he goes on like that down to number thirteen,!
“those that have just broken a flower vase.”

leaving fossils.! So that a wonder cabinet is a “fossil”
of a way of thinking.!"e great fossilologists—Cuvier,!
for example—can pick up a Borgesian kind of list and
say,! “Look at how the order of things is interconnected there.” Such that one ends up with a natural
history of the order of ordering.! And you’re in the
middle of all that,!right?
MD: I’m very much trying to tease out what was productive with those earlier ways of thinking—to find
a way to use old taxonomies that creates an opening
for viewers and find a way for them to have a playful
interest in knowledge,!a playful interest in history; to

rhapsodies on the notion of classification.

fig.!

"en the next thing,! in terms of the history of
begin to think about the history of thought itself

those.

A lot of what I’ve always enjoyed in your art are the

see that not just as a moment in time that we bracketed but as a continuum that they’re a part of.! "ey

direct.!"ere are,!of course,!other types of taxonomy
beyond systematics.!Scientists do not have a monop-

see my work as a critique of taxonomy.! I always find

oly on thinking about the natural world.!

that a bit strange,! because it’s clear that taxonomy

At the same time,!I think it should be clear that

is an absolutely necessary endeavor.!It would be like

science is indeed progressing,!even if it’s an inevitable

having a critique of vocabulary.! We need a shared

reflection of the ideology of the moment.!"at’s some-

language.! Scientists need to be able to know when

thing that I think people in the scientific community

they’re talking about the same thing from one part of

are comfortable with.!"ey understand that science is

the world to another.!But anyone who works in biol-

a progression of ideas.!It isn’t about unchanging laws

ogy knows that things are changing and being reclas-

written on tablets of stone.!Knowledge is constantly

sified all the time.!"e critique comes when ideology

evolving.
LW: I have another thing to read you.! It’s Auden’s

LW: A little while ago we were talking about nature

late poem “Archaeology.” He says that as regards the

and civilization. If you think about the phrase nat-

past,!the archaeologist doesn’t have much to say that

ural history, that’s where those two intersect. It’s

he can say for sure—“the lucky man!”—

classifications, is the history of classification a history of the human mind or a characterization of the
world itself?
MD: I think the goal in the heyday of classification
was about deciphering the mind of God.!It really was
trying to enumerate,! you know,! “What did He do?”
as a way,!of course,!of getting closer to Him.!Nature
study was a devotional act.
LW: Part of that goes back to the tradition of Adaming the beasts: God creates all these things and then he
brings on Adam and he says: “Now,!you name them.”
MD: And certainly by the time of [early-nineteenthcentury French naturalist and zoologist Georges]
Cuvier,! they imagined that they were getting to the
end of that task,! that they’d already done the bulk
of that classificatory work.! "ey could thank [eighteenth-century Swedish naturalist Carl] Linnaeus
for giving them this system that worked,!that they all
agreed on,!and that was bringing them closer to the
finish line.!

fig.!

something that they participate in and that they can

People coming from a more critical tradition always

nature and it’s civilization. But when one talks about

fig.!

are constructing it,! and it is constructing them.! It’s

MD: I think that “rhapsodies” is the right approach.!

infiltrates taxonomy.

25

thinking that we’re talking about,! is when people

MD: [Laughing] Right,! right,! exactly.! I have one of

LW: “"ose that,!from a long way off,!look like flies.”

THE IRRITATED CLOUD

Knowledge may have its purposes,
but guessing is always
more fun than knowing.!
And then later,!talking about the Ancients,!he goes on:
Poets have learned us their myths
But just how did they take them?
+at’s a stumper.
I love that: +at’s a stumper. Earlier we were talking
about the delight inherent,!or at least possible,!in all
this category confusion,!the pleasure in slippage.
MD: I think that delight in guessing is especially relevant when you’re looking for things in these orphan
categories.!
LW: What do you mean by “orphan categories”?
MD: In the most radical way,!I mean things that upset
orthodox taxonomy.!An example would be fakes and
forgeries: "ey don’t fit.!"ey’re things in themselves,!
and yet rarely does anyone ever have an exhibition
of fakes and forgeries.! Or,! to take another example:

LW: And now,!as they got closer and closer to that fin-

hybrids,! things that are made of two things.! "ese

ish line,!God fell away.!Like that old joke: “God cre-

sorts of objects you find all the time in a curiosity

ated man in his image,!and man returned the favor.”

cabinet,!the exquisitely decorated nautilus shell,!for
fig.!
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example.!When you start to divide your museum,!do

MD: It was hard for me,! and for my son,! who was

you send it to the place that might show a nautilus,!or

eight years old last year when we went to see it.! We

do you send it to the place that shows silver craft?

couldn’t really get beyond the point that it wasn’t the

LW: Most likely you send it to storage.

THE IRRITATED CLOUD
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museum.! It was supposed to be the Natural History
Museum,!but it wasn’t the Natural History Museum.!

MD: [Laughs] Which defers the question to the next

It failed largely because it failed to stick to the cat-

generation. The surrealists were interested in objects

egories of the museum.!"e Natural History Museum

of their father and mother’s generation—the things

doesn’t have a Civil War exhibit.! "ey don’t have

that had just passed. Max Ernst didn’t make collages

Lewis and Clark.!"ose aren’t in the rubric of Natural

with images from his own time, he used things from

History.!It was difficult to even get beyond that: "e

thirty or forty years before. Other orphans are out

film wouldn’t stick to the basic categories.!I was more

of date with technologies—you often can’t throw

willing to believe the exhibits could come to life than

them away. No one throws away their magic-lantern

I was to believe that the museum represented was the

projector or out-of-date microscope, even though

American Museum of Natural History.

no one ever uses them anymore. There are all these
different categories of objects that don’t readily sit
on pedestals; they sit comfortably on shelves in the
back rooms.

III. Crisis
LW: I’ve held off till now speaking of the wider ecolog-

LW: Alastair Reid,!who was Borges’s great translator,!

problem with this notion of civilization on one side

says that,!for Borges,!there was a radical disjunction

and nature on the other,! or,! phrased differently,! the

between the world of material reality and the world

notion that people are not part of nature,!that people

of language.! "ey didn’t intersect at any point,! and

are not themselves natural.!In fact,!one of the bound-

any attempt to fashion a representation of one of

ary shells that people create to enforce the distinction

them in terms of the other was fated,! by definition,!

is museums.!Maybe it all goes back to Copernicus,!who

to be a failure,!at best provisional: already a ruin the

in the usual account is said to have dethroned man

minute it was uttered.!Hence his word for what it was:

from being at the center of the universe—

a fiction. Not that he opposed fictions—he positively
gloried in them.
And in some senses,!the glory of your pieces is that

MD: —which should have brought us to a point of
understanding our connectedness.

the kind of slippage that occurs when we look at your

LW: But on the contrary,! his revolution made man’s

work then begins to spread to the whole museum.!We

mind the center of the world.! After all,! no one else

get to experience the same wonder at the arbitrari-

had figured that out,!seeing through and dominating

ness,!or the artfulness,!of everything around us.

appearances like that—only man.! And the scientific

MD: Certain kinds of museum displays speak to that in
a very profound way.!For example,!here in New York,!
the dioramas at the Museum of Natural History have
that extraordinary quality to them.! What exactly is
the job of these things? It’s to bring the world to us,!in
a way—and yet we know that they’re not the world.!
We know that going into the basement of the Natural
History Museum and looking at the bison crossing
the Great Prairies isn’t the bison’s real experience.
LW: Whenever I see the dioramas,!I always see them

revolution quickly gave rise to a technological one,!
which only further enforced the distinction between
brainy man and the rest of nature,! which was his to
the sixteenth century,!at the time of wonder cabinets.!
If you talk about alchemy,! for example,! what they
were trying to do was create a technology that would
turn lead into gold—or,! once you get to banking,!
would turn paper into gold—or,!as Freud would put
it,!would turn gold into shit.!"e Copernican moment
makes possible the idea that human beings are outside of nature and our mission is to dominate nature.!

MD: I think that’s one of their functions.! "ey’re

only happen if people no longer saw themselves as

now exhibits of exhibits.!"ey’re exhibits of the high-

being part of nature.!How do you think about that in

est order—they’re the masterpieces of this way of

terms of the work that you’re doing?

of depicting the world that would be done today; a
period that privileges time-based media over the
static.!In a time when people can get on a plane and
have that experience themselves,!or when they can go
watch it on IMAX,! the dioramas become incredibly
self-referential.!But I don’t think that that makes them
irrelevant: It actually increases their importance.!

"e existential ecological crisis we have today could

MD: At this moment,! institutions that deal with
nature take on a different role.! People at zoos have
known this for a long time—they’re no longer just
encyclopedic collections of nature—rather,! they’re
actively trying to foster a conservation ethic.! On
the other hand,! they’re trying to preserve the last
examples of certain animals and plants.!Other people
would argue that the animal or the plant is meaning-

LW: What do you make of the Night at the Museum

less without its context.!It becomes a souvenir rather

movies?

than a living entity.! Museums are having a similar

MD: I haven’t seen the new one,! but the other one
I thought was just terrible.! On every level,! it was
disastrous.
LW: Pornographic.

fig.!

fig.!

control.!It’s important to note that all of this began in

as if I were a five-year-old.

depicting the world—but they’re not really a way

fig.!

ical crisis,!or,!should I say,!existential crisis.!"ere is a

experience.! An extinct species in a natural history
museum’s collection is already the equivalent of a
Vermeer in museum of art.!As plants and animals die
out,!museums acquire more and more extinct species
in their collections without lifting a finger.!
fig.!
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"e Natural History Museum in New York has

LW: "at brings me to another thing I wanted to read

taken quite a strong stance toward promoting its

you,! which is a wonderful piece called “Bear News”

own culture of science and rationality.! "e Museum

by Ian Frazier.! He kept a file of clippings of human

argues that it makes very little sense to destroy the

encounters with bears,! and then one day he wrote a

world you live in; it presents exhibits on things like

piece based on that file,!and it ended with this fantas-

global warming and water.! I admire the Darwin

tic paragraph:

exhibits: Instead of reacting to debates around evolution,!they said,!“No,!this is our culture.!"is is what
we promote.”

and not see much of anything.! Beautiful scenery
makes its point quickly; then you have to pay
attention,! or it starts to slide by like a loop of

lem with thinking of man on one side and nature on

background on a Saturday-morning cartoon.! A

the other?

pinecone falls from one limb to another,! a rock

So much of our culture is invested in the denial of our
animality. We abhor natural processes like death,
shitting, and aging. Yet we are animals, and no level
of denial or reclassification can change that. It’s difficult to find a productive position in that debate. If
we say, “We are part of nature, therefore our activities are natural,” you let people off the hook. If we
fig.!

It is possible to walk for a long time in the woods

LW: Would you agree,! though,! that there is a prob-

MD: Yes. Of course. That’s a fundamental problem.

fig.!
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separate ourselves from nature, there’s nothing that
implies that stewardship would be our job. The only
way to think about it sanely is to think in terms of
the question of self-preservation, with the “self”
being mankind.

clatters down a canyon,! and your own thoughts
talk on inside your head.! People sometimes say
that what is great about bears,! and especially
grizzlies,! is the large tracts of wilderness they
imply—that a good bear population indicates a
healthy,! unspoiled habitat.! But bears don’t simply imply wilderness—bears are wilderness.!Bear
is what all the trees and rocks and meadows and
mountains and drainages must add up to.! When
you see a bear,!the spot where you see it becomes
instantly different from every place else you’ve
seen.! Bears make you pay attention.! +ey keep
the mountains from turning into a blur,!and they
stop your self from bullying you like nothing else

LW: "e late comedian George Carlin had a routine

in nature.! A woods with a bear in it is real to a

back in —you can see it on YouTube—about how

man walking through it in a way that a woods

the planet was just fine.!You know his shtick: He keeps

with no bear is not.!Roscoe Black,!a man who sur-

saying how he hates this,!he hates that,!he hates golf-

vived a serious attack by a grizzly in Glacier Park

ers,!he hates the DMV,!but toward the end of this par-

several years ago,!described the moment when the

ticular routine,!he says,!“You know who I really hate?

bear had him on the ground: “He laid on me for

I hate those Save the Planet fuckers.!Are you kidding

a few seconds,!not doing anything.!.!.!.!I could feel

me? Let me tell you something.!"e planet’s gonna be

his heart beating against my heart.” +e idea of

just fine.!"e planet has survived a lot worse than us.!

that heart beating someplace just the other side

It’s survived comet crashes,!volcanic effusion.! It will

of ours is what makes people read about bears and

survive this.!We’re not gonna be here. "e planet is gonna

tell stories about bears and theorize about bears

shake us off the way a dog shakes off fleas.! And you

and argue about bears and dream about bears.!

know what? It’s gonna be a better place for that.” He

Bears are one of the places in the world where big

goes on for like twenty minutes,!and it is completely
harrowing.! It’s hilarious,! but harrowing,! as he just
goes on looking straight into the abyss.!At the end of

mysteries run close to the surface.
MD: "at’s really great.

which he says,!“It’s over,!folks,!it’s over”—by which he

LW: In terms of your own work, I think there’s

means,!the show is over.

something about the slippage moment—the “myster-

MD: "at’s essentially the position of geologists and
paleontologists.!You talk to them about issues of the

ies running close to the surface”—that is related in
some way.

crisis of biodiversity; for them it’s just the way it goes.!

MD: "at’s fantastic.! I’ve actually done work about

"is is just one small blip.!Soon enough we’ll be gone

bears—using the notion of the bear as synonymous

and the planet will move on.!No matter how dramati-

with wilderness.!"e bear embodies all the possibili-

cally we can reshape the environment,!we can’t arrest

ties of once and future wilderness—but only as long

the process of the evolution of life.! Deep time shifts

as there are bears.!If there’s nothing left,!what do you

one perspective.

have to wonder about? What makes the historical

LW: Do you see your work as taking place in that
horizon?
MD: No,!I don’t think so.!I think we still have a responsibility to the people in our immediate future.!I don’t
want to imagine a world in which a rhinoceros isn’t
walking around somewhere,!even if I never encounter
it in the flesh and blood.!I could imagine a world like
that,! but it would be for me a greatly impoverished
place.!It’s not something I would wish for myself,!and
it’s certainly not something I would wish for anyone
in the future.

moment of the curiosity cabinet so interesting is that
there was this great novelty of the world rushing in
for one to see.!
LW: And at that time,! as far as sixteenth-century
Europe was concerned,! it was America rushing in—
and specifically,!in our terms,!California! "e fantasy
of California is synonymous with the wonder-cabinet
moment.!"ey thought it was an island,!that Amazons
lived there—they had all these wild ideas about what’s
going on in California in early annotated maps from
that time.

fig.!
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MD: To imagine what it will mean for people to visit

It’s always struck me in reading that great passage

a museum if it is only about what was and what was

that this business of vision—of waking ourselves up to

recently,!and what essentially is no more because of

how we sleepwalk,! of seeing the thing clearly—that

us,! is a very pessimistic model for the future of the

is,! by definition,! the work of artists.! Artists are the

museum.!"e museum is not a mausoleum.!

people who work on vision in society.!How do we get

LW: But I do always feel when I see your work that
there is an elegiac undertone.!It’s not exactly a sense

people to see what’s right in front of them? To what
extent do you still see that as part of your job?

of slippage,! but rather that thing you feel when

MD: It’s a big part of my job.!What’s important about

you’re on the beach and the water is rushing out from

that quote is the question of: Will we have the choice

underneath you—that slippage you feel as the sea is

of which culture to live in? To me,!there is something

going out.

at stake.!When I work with natural history museums

MD: I find that museums are not places of ecstatic
joy—they are melancholy places.! "ey’re places to
ruminate,!and I think that that’s not a bad thing.!You
can’t turn a collection of dead animals or stolen treasures into a celebration.
LW: Well,!there are those crazy museums where they

and other kinds of museums,!I always think I’m working in collaboration with them—I’m not working
against them.! I’m trying to find another vocabulary
to approach a lot of the same goals,! to promote a
responsible culture of nature.
I think there are two ways artists deal with
museums.! One type makes a category of art called

try to do just that.

institutional critique.! "ese are artists who look at

MD: Yes,!but there has to be something else.!It has to

ing class.! "ey argue that it’s impossible to separate

be more reflective than that.!And that’s also why I’m

museums from that ideology.! "e institution voices

against turning all museums into kids’ museums.!"ese

the dominance of the ruling class,!the dominance of

are places with the power to unlock deep emotional

the metropole over its colonies,! and the dominance

responses—yet museums have a tendency to imagine

of capital.!And from this perspective there’s not much

that their audience is an increasingly younger popu-

you can do beyond criticizing this ideology—maybe

lation,!and it’s a mistake.!It’s a recent phenomenon in

you can dynamite the place,!if you have the chutzpah.!

the history of museums.! It’s important to have kids

On the other hand,! you have artists who in some

as an audience,! but they’re not the only audience.!

way identify with the progress of the museum,! with

It’s much easier to turn children on with a complex,!

its roots in the Enlightenment.! "ey feel like their

adult-level exhibition than to enlighten adults with a

response to the museum is to make it better,! more

kid-friendly,!carnival approach.

democratic,! more complex,! more interesting,! more

LW: Another quote I wanted to try out on you is this
great passage from Jonathan Shell in +e Fate of the
Earth.!He was talking about nuclear weapons—this was
back in —saying that we were coming to a moment
of decision.!“Two paths lie before us,” he wrote.!

fig.!
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museums solely as vehicles for the ideology of the rul-

loving,! more engaging.! I think of people like David
Wilson [founding director of the Museum of Jurassic

fig.!

Technology],! people like [conceptual artist] Fred
Wilson.!And I hope to include myself in this category.!
We don’t want to blow up museums—we just want to
make them better and more engaging.!We essentially

One leads to death,!the other to life.!If we choose

identify with the museum’s role to teach,!to question,!

the first path .!.!.!we in effect become the allies of

to intrigue,! to motivate.! Some museums do that

death,!and in everything we do our attachment to

incredibly well,!and some museums could use a shot

life will weaken: Our vision,!blinded to the abyss

in the arm.!I think we’re part of that mission.!

that has opened at our feet,! will dim and grow

For myself,! I know that I am a better person

confused .!.!.!and we will sink into stupefaction,!as

because of my encounters with museums.! I’m more

though we were gradually weaning ourselves from

knowledgeable,!my sensibility is improved,!my sense

life in preparation for the end.!

of personal pleasure has been enormously enhanced.!

On the other hand,!if we reject our doom,!and

And I’d like to make that experience available to

bend our efforts toward survival .!.!.!then the anes-

other people—to really push that as an agenda.! I

thetic fog will lift: Our vision,!no longer straining

applaud museums for going out on a limb and doing

not to see the obvious,!will sharpen .!.!.!and we will

some risky things and taking a position.! "at’s what

take full and clear possession of life again.! One

museums should be doing: defending and promot-

day—and it is hard to believe that it will not be

ing their culture of science,! knowledge,! beauty,! and

soon—we will make our choice.

complexity.

fig.!
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